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one: b-fluoropyrrolyl-cysteine
SNAr chemistry enabling functional porphyrin
bioconjugation†

Guo-Qing Jin, a Jing-Xiang Wang,a Jianhua Lu,a Hang Zhang,a Yuhang Yao,a

Yingying Ning, a Hua Lu, a Song Gao abc and Jun-Long Zhang *ab

Bioconjugation, a synthetic tool that endows small molecules with biocompatibility and target specificity

through covalent attachment of a biomolecule, holds promise for next-generation diagnosis or therapy.

Besides the establishment of chemical bonding, such chemical modification concurrently allows

alteration of the physicochemical properties of small molecules, but this has been paid less attention in

designing novel bioconjugates. Here, we report a “two birds one stone” methodology for irreversible

porphyrin bioconjugation based on b-fluoropyrrolyl-cysteine SNAr chemistry, in which the b-fluorine of

porphyrin is selectively replaced by a cysteine in either peptides or proteins to generate novel b-peptidyl/

proteic porphyrins. Notably, due to the distinct electronic nature between fluorine and sulfur, such

replacement makes the Q band red-shift to the near-infrared region (NIR, >700 nm). This facilitates

intersystem crossing (ISC) to enhance the triplet population and thus singlet oxygen production. This

new methodology features water tolerance, a fast reaction time (15 min), good chemo-selectivity, and

broad substrate scope, including various peptides and proteins under mild conditions. To demonstrate its

potential, we applied porphyrin b-bioconjugates in several scenarios, including (1) cytosolic delivery of

functional proteins, (2) metabolic glycan labeling, (3) caspase-3 detection, and (4) tumor-targeting

phototheranostics.
Introduction

Bioconjugation represents an innovative synthetic strategy
allowing the complementary usage of both chemical and bio-
logical approaches to construct functional molecules.1,2 Toward
this goal, a number of efficient and selective bioconjugations
have been discovered over the decades and have succeeded in
attaching small molecules to biomolecules of interest (e.g.,
peptide, protein, nucleic acid, or carbohydrate) via a covalent
bond.3–8 In most cases, such modication is assumed not to
affect the intrinsic properties of the small molecules. However,
as a matter of fact, any formation of a new bond more or less
perturbs the electronic nature of the small molecule and even
inuences its physicochemical properties and functions. To
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date, it is still far from well recognized that a signicant
opportunity exists in implementing bioconjugation: that is, to
tailor the structural and functional diversity of small molecules
beyond establishing a robust connection with biomolecules.9–11

Such recognition is particularly relevant to fabricating
porphyrin bioconjugates for diagnostic or therapeutic
purposes, as described in this work.

Porphyrin and its derivatives are time-honoured photosen-
sitizers that share a similar tetrapyrrole core to naturally
occurring light-harvesting antennas and redox cofactors, with
extensive applications in functional materials, catalysis, and
biomedicines.12–17 As articial synthetic macrocycles, they are
subject to chemical manipulation to create desirable “drug-
like” entities featuring structural diversity. Biomolecules, such
as oligonucleotides,18,19 peptides,20 proteins,21 and carbohy-
drates12,22 have been used to endow synthetic porphyrins with
biocompatibility and tumour-specicity. Among them, meso-
aryl groups have mainly been chosen as conjugation sites due to
lower steric hindrance and the rich synthetic repertoire of aryl
groups. However, meso-aryl is perpendicular to the tetrapyrrolic
plane and hardly delivers electronic engagement in p-conjuga-
tion and the related excited states. In contrast, ne-tuning of the
p-periphery enables facile, efficient modulation of photo-
physical properties, but an efficient and selective b-bio-
conjugation approach has not been achieved due to peripherial
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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steric hindrance and relatively inert reactivity. To ll the
knowledge gap, we aimed to develop a general approach toward
functional porphyrin b-bioconjugates with better perceived
photophysical properties.

Sulfur, oen embodied in cysteine, plays an important role
in post-translational and site-selective bioconjugation owing to
its relatively low abundance in proteins and inherently high
nucleophilicity.23–26 Through the rational design of electrophilic
warheads such as maleimides,27 a new irreversible C–S bond
typically formed with a cysteine residue has been extensively
exploited in designing bio-probes,28 small molecule inhibitors,29

and antibody–drug conjugates.30 However, the b-pyrrolic ring in
porphyrins is not electrophilic enough to react with cysteine
under physiological conditions. To increase their electrophi-
licity, pioneering work has demonstrated that the uorination
of aromatics enhances their reactivity, namely uorine-cysteine
SNAr chemistry by Pentelute,31 Derda,32 Diness,33 and Harran34

(Fig. 1). This was ascribed to the highest electronegativity of
uorine among all elements in the periodic table, which
increases the electrophilicity of the neighbouring carbon in
peruoroarenes31–33 and octauorocyclopentenes34 so as to react
with a cysteine residue.35 In the contest for porphyrin bio-
conjugates, uorine-thiol replacement at the meso-penta-
uorophenyl group with thiosugars22 or sulydryl-terminated
polyethylene glycol36 has been explored to improve
Fig. 1 (a) Reported fluorine-cysteine replacement chemistry and corres
cysteine SNAr chemistry for irreversible porphyrin bioconjugation.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
biocompatibility, but such conjugation seldom altered photo-
physical properties. Thus, exploiting a new synthetic modica-
tion at the p-periphery is of importance to simultaneously
achieve biocompatibility and tailor photophysical properties.

An anticipated bonus for such uorine-thiol exchange at the
b-periphery is manipulation of the excited states and related
photophysical properties arising from the distinct electronic
nature between uorine and sulfur.37–39 As a manifestation of b-
uoropyrrolyl-cysteine SNAr chemistry, we rst performed
computational calculations to predict the photophysical prop-
erties before and aer b-uorine-thiol replacement. We then
prepared a series of water-soluble b-octauoroporphyrins and
investigated b-uorine-thiol replacement with peptides/
proteins under physiological conditions (Fig. 1). To our
delight, b-peptidyl porphyrins were obtained quickly (15 min)
and selectively (mono-peptidyl conjugates) with good yields (80–
99%). As predicted by the computational calculations, the ob-
tained b-peptidyl porphyrins displayed a bathochromic shi of
the porphyrinic Q band to the NIR region and population of
triplet states in favour of ROS generation that has been vali-
dated to develop tumour-targeted photosensitizers. Finally, we
demonstrated several potential application scenarios, including
(1) cytosolic delivery of functional proteins, (2) metabolic glycan
labeling, (3) caspase-3 detection, and (4) tumour-targeting
phototheranostics. Therefore, given that the importance of
ponding reactive sites (red) of perfluoro-reagents. (b) b-fluoropyrrolyl-

Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 2070–2081 | 2071
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porphyrins and their derivatives in biological studies and
biomedicines, the synthetic approach described here provided
generally feasible access to endow biocompatibility, tumour
specicity, and tunable photophysical properties.
Results and discussion
Computational studies

To predict the photophysical properties of porphyrins aer b-
uorine-thiol replacement, we performed density functional
theory (DFT) and time-dependent DFT (TDDFT) calculations
based on 2,3,7,8,12,13,17,18-octauoro-5,10,15,20-
tetrakisphenyl porphyrin (P1) and b-sulfur substituted porphy-
rins (P2 and P3). The energy diagram and the corresponding
nodal patterns of the frontier molecular orbitals (FMOs) are
shown in Fig. 2. The rst singlet excited states (S1 states) of P1–3
were mainly attributed to the a2u/e*g transition. b-Fluorine-
thiol replacement introduced interference from the anti-
bonding orbitals of the sulfur atoms, destabilizing the energy
level of the HOMO (highest occupied molecular orbital). Hence,
the energy gaps between HOMO and LUMO (lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital) for P1–3 decreased in the order of P1 (2.8 eV) >
P2 (2.64 eV) > P3 (2.58 eV) as replacement of the b-sulfur atom
increased, indicating gradually red-shied absorption. On the
other hand, the anti-bonding orbitals of the sulfur atoms
effectively stabilized the energy level of low-lying triplet states
(Tn states). As shown in Table S5,† there were three triplet states
(T1–T3) below the S1 state of P2 or P3, while only two nearly
Fig. 2 Nodal patterns of the frontier molecular orbitals (FMOs),
HOMO–LOMO energy gaps, and kISC for (S1 / Tn) of P1–3 based on
DFT and TDDFT calculations.

2072 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 2070–2081
degenerate triplet states (T1–T2) existed below the S1 state of
unsubstituted P1.

We theoretically explored the dynamics of the excited states,
including spin–orbit coupling (SOC) constants and intersystem
crossing (ISC) rates before and aer b-uorine-thiol replace-
ment. As a result, the SOC constants signicantly increased
from 0.0418 cm−1 (P1) to 0.604 cm−1 (P2) and 1.26 cm−1 (P3) and
the singlet–triplet energy gap (DES-T) decreased from 1.24 eV (P1)
to 0.0432 eV (P2) and 0.0405 eV (P3) aer b-uorine-thiol
exchange, leading to a tremendous enhancement of the ISC
rate constants (kISC) from the S1 to the Tn state. In particular, as
the number of b-sulfur atoms increased, the kISC (S1 / Tn) of
2.63× 107 s−1 (P2) and 6.35× 107 s−1 (P3) were estimated to be 2
orders of magnitude higher than 2.48 × 105 s−1 (P1). Therefore,
these computational results encouraged us to exploit b-
uoropyrrolyl-cysteine SNAr chemistry in pursuit of porphyrin
bioconjugates with red-shied absorption and accelerated ISC
processes.
Optimizing the reaction condition

To optimize the reaction condition (Fig. 3a), we started with
bioconjugation between P4 and glutathione (GSH, a), the most
abundant tripeptide in living cells.40 As displayed in Table 1,
entry 1, the reaction between P4 (1 mM) and a (2 mM) in Tris
buffer (pH 8.0) for 15 min afforded b-peptidyl porphyrins with
a yield of 68%. High-performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC) analysis (Fig. S2–S11†) showed mono- (P4-a) and di-
peptidyl porphyrins (P4-2a), as displayed in a ratio of 87 : 13
(Table 1, entry 1). Daylight had a trivial effect on b-bio-
conjugation (Table 1, entry 2). By decreasing GSH concentrations
(Table 1, entries 3–6), mono-peptidyl porphyrins (P4-a) (>99%
yield) were selectively obtained aer b-uorine-cysteine replace-
ment (Table 1, entry 6). Inspired by a reported reaction-
optimizing strategy by tuning the ratio of reactants,41,42 here
largely excessive b-octauoroporphyrin (4 equivalents) could
effectively facilitate intermolecular SNAr replacement between
porphyrin and GSH to achieve mono-substitution. A shortened
reaction time (5 min) lowered the yield to 58% (Table 1, entry 7).
Otherwise, when the reaction process was prolonged to 30 min,
more di-substituted products were observed (13%, Table 1, entry
8). Increasing the pH to 8.8 led to a moderate yield of 59% (Table
1, entry 9). In contrast, lowering the pH to 7.4 gave a lower yield
(46%) with P4-a as the dominant product (Table 1, entry 10). Next,
we measured the reaction rates using the model reaction
between P4 and a in Tris buffer (pH 8.0), which gave a rate
constant of 1.44 M−1 s−1 according to the time-course study
(Fig. S12, see details in the “Methods” part of ESI†).

As the intracellular GSH concentration was 2–10 mM,43 we
evaluated the stability of P4-a in GSH-abundant media (10 mM,
pH 7.4, 37 °C) within 24 h (Fig. S13†). 67% of P4-a remained
intact under such conditions. According to HPLC analysis,
multi-substituted conjugates were formed, suggesting that P4-
a partially reacts with GSH. However, such reactivity was
inhibited when the pH was lowered to 6.8. Aer 24 h, P4-a was
totally recovered, indicating the reaction was pH-sensitive, and
that P4-a may remain intact in an acidic microenvironment, for
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 3 (a) Reaction optimization. A Standard conditions: a (2 mM) and P4 (1 mM) reacted in Tris buffer (pH 8.0) at room temperature in the dark for
15 min. B The yields were determined according to calibrated HPLC integral areas. (b) Normalized UV-visible absorption spectra of P4, P4-a and
P4-2a in methanol. (c) The excited state lifetime decay curves of P4, P4-a and P4-2a in degassed methanol. (d) NIR emission of 1O2 at 1270 nm
excited at 410 nm in toluene (0.1% DMSO).
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example, tumors.43,44 To demonstrate the cell stability of P4-a,
we treated HeLa cells with P4-a (10 mM) for different time
periods. Aer the treatment, the HeLa cells were lysed using
RIPA (Radio-Immunoprecipitation Assay) lysis buffer, then
analysed by HPLC and sulfate polyacrylamide gel electropho-
resis (SDS-PAGE). HPLC analysis for each cell lysate displayed
the peak of P4-a alone, indicating P4-a did not react with
cysteine-containing biomolecules in HeLa cells (Fig. S14†).
Furthermore, SDS-PAGE analysis of the cell lysate showed no
uorescence from P4-a and Coomassie brilliant blue (CBB)-
stained gel showed no molecular weight increases (Fig. S15†).
These results also demonstrated no reaction between P4-a and
cysteine-containing proteins; thus P4-a displayed good chemical
stability in cells.
Photophysical properties

We then investigated the photophysical properties of P4, P4-a,
and P4-2a. Aer the b-uorine-sulfur replacement, the Soret
band (401 nm) of P4 red-shied to 409 nm and 433 nm for P4-
a and P4-2a, respectively (Fig. 3b). Importantly, the Q bands of
P4-a and P4-2a extended to 716 and 736 nmwith remarkable red-
shis of 41 and 61 nm compared to P4 (675 nm). The bath-
ochromic absorption aer b-uorine-sulfur replacement was
consistent with that obtained in the computational studies. To
the best of our knowledge, any known bioconjugation at meso-
positions has not been reported to induce such large red-shied
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Q-bands.21 By performing nanosecond transient absorption, the
triplet decays for P4, P4-a, and P4-2a were determined to be 14,
19, and 24 ms in degassed methanol, respectively (Fig. 3c). The
remarkably prolonged triplet lifetimes of P4-a and P4-2a
compared to P4 revealed that b-uoropyrrolyl-cysteine SNAr
chemistry facilitated the intersystem crossing (ISC) process and
enhanced the population of triplet state as well as the efficiency
of oxygen sensitization, arising from the heavy atom effect of
sulfur.45 Accordingly, the NIR emission of singlet oxygen (1O2) at
1270 nm upon irradiation of P4, P4-a, and P4-2a increased
gradually with the extent of sulfur replacement (Fig. 3d). The
quantum yields (FDs) of singlet oxygen were determined in
toluene using the comparative method referenced to TPP, as
75%, 84%, and 92% for P4, P4-a, and P4-2a (Fig. S16†).
Furthermore, we examined the cell cytotoxicity of P4, P4-a, and
P4-2a in the absence or presence of light (Fig. S17 and S18†). The
photocytotoxicity, represented by the half-maximal inhibitory
concentrations (IC50s) for P4 (1.97 ± 0.06 mM), P4-a (0.95 ± 0.03
mM), and P4-2a (0.51± 0.01 mM), was obtained under irradiation
(LED laser (400–700 nm), 10 mW cm−2, 10 min). The results
showed that b-sulfur substitution enhanced the 1O2-induced
photocytotoxicity but slightly affected the dark cytotoxicity.
Peptide scopes

Several amino acid residues possessed intrinsic nucleophilic
reactivity toward C–F bonds; we investigated the cysteine-
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 2070–2081 | 2073
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selectivity among the nucleophilic residues using P4 as
a porphyrin substrate (Scheme 1). Peptide b containing several
nucleophilic amino-acids (Cys, Ser, Lys, His, Arg, and Trp) was
designed and used. In the context, we conducted the b-
uoropyrrolyl-cysteine SNAr reaction according to the reaction
conditions (Table 1, entry 6). The reaction of P4 with b in Tris
buffer (pH 8.0) for 15 min afforded conjugate P4-b in a yield of
90% (Fig. S19†). As a control, when iodoacetamide (IAA) was
used to specically block the cysteine of b, the subsequent
addition of P4 could not give the P4-b product even aer 24 h,
indicating that conjugation of P4-b occurred at the cysteine
residue. Encouraged by these preliminary results, we examined
various peptides with cysteine at different positions (Fig. S20–
S24†), including N- (c)/C-terminus (d), the middle of peptide (e),
and cyclic peptide (f). Peptides c–f with hydrophobic and steric
phenyl or isopropyl groups could efficiently conjugate with P4
via b-uorine-cysteine substitution and gave mono-peptidyl
products in 68–99% yields. Of note, the biotinylated peptide
(g) could react with P4 to afford P4-g in 99% yield.
Scheme 2 (a) Scope of b-octafluoroporphyrins. Reaction conditions:
a (0.25 mM) and P4–13 (1 mM) in Tris buffer (pH 8.0) at room
temperature in the dark for 15 min. For P12–13, the reaction conditions
were partially changed, as described in the “Methods” part of ESI.† The
yield was determined according to calibrated HPLC integral areas of
P4–12-a. (b) SPAAC reaction of P9-a with DBCO derivatives (h–j).
Porphyrin scopes

On the other hand, to investigate the scope of porphyrins, we
employed GSH as a model peptide under the optimized reaction
conditions (Fig. S25–S32†). As shown in Scheme 2a, we used
three types of b-octauoroporphyrins containing cationic,
anionic, and neutral meso-aryl groups, respectively. We found
that, with the modication of pyridinium (P4), quaternary
ammonium (P5–9), phosphonium (P10), or sulfonium (P11)
cations, b-octauoroporphyrins showed high reactivity toward
GSH with yields of 83–99% (mono-peptidyl conjugates). Due to
poor water solubility or steric hindrance, the PEGylated
porphyrin (P12) could not conjugate with GSH under such
reaction conditions. By adding dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) to
Scheme 1 Scope of peptides. Reaction conditions: peptides b-g (0.25
mM) and P4 (1 mM) reacted in Tris buffer (pH 8.0) at room temperature
in the dark for 15 min. The yield was determined according to cali-
brated HPLC integral areas of P4-b-g.

2074 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 2070–2081
facilitate the solubility of P12 (see details in the Methods part of
ESI†), b-uoropyrrolyl-cysteine replacement progressed
smoothly with 80% yield of P12-a (Fig. S33†). The negatively
charged sulfonate porphyrin (P13) also reacted with GSH in
a complete conversion (>99%) monitored by UV-visible
absorption (Fig. S34†), but the products could not be isolated
under the HPLC conditions described above (see details in the
“Methods” part of ESI†). High-resolution mass spectrometry
(HRMS) conrmed the corresponding molecular weights of the
formed conjugate P13-a (Fig. S35†).

Note that, to test whether the b-uoropyrrolyl-cysteine SNAr
reaction was compatible with other bioconjugations such as
Click chemistry,46 we used alkynyl (P8) or azido (P9) b-octa-
uoroporphyrin as the substrate to conjugate with GSH, which
gave P8-a (83%) and P9-a (98%), respectively, as shown in
Scheme 2a. To reveal the potential of multi-functionalization,
we carried out a bioorthogonal strain-promoted alkyne–azide
cycloaddition (SPAAC)47 between azido b-peptidyl porphyrin (P9-
a) and dibenzocyclooctyne derivatives (DBCO, h–j), as shown in
Scheme 2b. Specically, P9-a was mixed and reacted with sulfo-
DBCO-amine (h), DBCO-PEG4-NHS (i), or disulfo-Cy5-DBCO (j)
in water for 30 min. These reactions afforded P9-ah, P9-ai, or P9-
aj, respectively, whose molecular weights were conrmed by
HRMS, in quantitative yields, as determined by HPLCs
(Fig. S36–S38†). Therefore, we demonstrated the compatibility
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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of the b-uoropyrrolyl-cysteine SNAr reaction with Click chem-
istry that helps to establish porphyrin as a molecular platform
with multiple functions.
Protein conjugation

We next extended the reaction to protein conjugation. Here, an
enhanced green uorescent protein (EGFP) with a genetically
introduced cysteine48 was chosen as the model protein. We
conducted the bioconjugation following the synthetic proce-
dure shown in Fig. 4a (see details in the “Methods” part of ESI†).
Firstly, EGFP (50 mM) was mixed with P4 (1 mM, 20 equiv.) in
Tris buffer (pH 8.0) at room temperature for 8 hours. As shown
in Fig. 4b, the mass peak (Obs. 30 436 Da) of P4-EGFP, consis-
tent with the calculated molecular weight (Cal. 30 437 Da), was
obtained with a mass spectrometer. As a control, when the
cysteine residue in EGFP was blocked by excess IAA before
reacting with P4, no P4-EGFP was observed but IAA-EGFP
(Fig. S39†) alone. Similarly, conjugation of EGFP with P8 or P13
gave P8-EGFP or P13-EGFP. As shown in Fig. 4c, SDS-PAGE
Fig. 4 (a) b-Fluoropyrrolyl-cysteine SNAr chemistry for cysteine-select
synthetic porphyrin–EGFP conjugates. Cal. (calculated mass); Obs. (obs
mixtures between EGFP and P4/P8/P13. The Coomassie brilliant blue (CB
scanning showed porphyrin emission (red). (d) UV-visible absorption spe
emission spectrum of P4-EGFP in 1× PBS (pH = 7.4). lex = 450 nm. (f) M

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
analysis showed that EGFP converted into the corresponding
conjugates in >95% yield. Thus, either the positively or nega-
tively charged b-octauoroporphyrin could effectively conjugate
with EGFP.

We conducted uorescence scanning for the same SDS-PAGE
gel before CBB-staining (Fig. 4c). All porphyrin conjugates
showed the red uorescence attributed to porphyrin. In PBS (pH
= 7.4) solution, P4-EGFP showed the characteristic UV-visible
absorption of EGFP and P4 (Fig. 4d). Upon 450 nm excitation,
it displayed two emission bands at 480–600 and 620–800 nm,
assigned to the uorescence of EGFP and P4, respectively
(Fig. 4e).

Serum albumin is abundant in blood plasma, containing
a free cysteine residue (cysteine 34),49 and it plays important
roles in biomedical applications.43,50 When bovine serum
albumin (BSA) was used, the observedmass peaks (67 634 Da for
P4-BSA and 67 729 Da for P13-BSA) were obtained, consistent
with the calculated values. This indicated BSA was modied
with a single porphyrin (Fig. 4f). SDS-PAGE analysis showed
ive bioconjugation of a protein of interest (POI). (b) Mass spectra of
erved mass). (c) SDS-PAGE of b-fluoropyrrolyl-cysteine SNAr reaction
B)-stained gel showed increased protein weights. In-gel fluorescence
ctra of P4, EGFP, and P4-EGFP in 1× PBS (pH = 7.4). (e) Fluorescence
ass spectra of synthetic porphyrin–BSA conjugates.

Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 2070–2081 | 2075
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increased molecular weights (CBB staining) compared with BSA
alone, and showed that the gel uorescence also arose from the
porphyrin moiety (Fig. S40†).
Application scenarios

We intended to demonstrate the biocompatibility and bio-
specicity of porphyrin bioconjugates constructed via b-
uoropyrrolyl-cysteine SNAr chemistry. In most cases, the
biocompatibility and biological targetability of porphyrin was
realized by nano-modication13,51 or meso-bioconjugation.20,21

We demonstrated the feasibility of porphyrin b-bioconjugates
for the intracellular delivery of functional proteins, uorescent
imaging of sialoglycoproteins, caspase-3 detection, and cancer-
selective photodynamic therapy, demonstrating the very
attractive application potential of this methodology.

Protein–polydisulde (PDS) conjugation. Cell-penetrating
protein–polydisulde (PDS) conjugates52–54 showed great
potential to aid the cytosolic delivery of functional proteins via
thiol-mediated uptake.55 For the synthesis of protein–PDS
conjugates, in situ polymerization from a protein-of-interest
(POI) surface-tethered cysteine (“graing-from”; GF) displayed
reduced steric hindrance and easier product purication than
covalently linking a POI with a preformed PDS (“graing-to”;
GT). Given that porphyrin is widely used as a photosensitizer in
photodynamic therapy (PDT), we provide a new methodology
for the intracellular co-delivery of protein porphyrin drugs to
combine protein therapy and phototheranostics. Although
previous work reported porphyrin–PDS by synthesizing
porphyrin meso-modied lipoic acid, the method was carried
out in organic solvents, which was not compatible with
biomolecules such as proteins, and could not induce NIR
absorption by porphyrin aer bioconjugation.56

In this work, we prepared protein–PDS conjugates with the
cysteine-initiated cryo-ring-opening polymerization (cryo-ROP)
of 1,2-dithiolanes (Fig. 5a, see details in the “Methods” part of
ESI†).48 Aer EGFP was mixed with lipoic acid (LA, 100 mM) at
−30 °C, excess P13 or IAA was then added to cap the terminal
free thiol, generating the protein–PDS conjugate denoted P13-
EGFP-PDS or IAA-EGFP-PDS, respectively. CBB-stained non-
reducing SDS-PAGE analysis (Fig. 5b) indicated that 76% and
54% of EGFP were converted into P13-EGFP-PDS and IAA-EGFP-
PDS, respectively. Subsequently, we tested the cell-penetrating
ability of P13-EGFP-PDS by incubating living HeLa cells with
EGFP(i), P13-EGFP (ii), or P13-EGFP-PDS (iii) at pH 7.4. We
observed pervasive and intense intracellular uorescence in P13-
EGFP-PDS-treated HeLa cells (Fig. 5c, iii), using confocal laser
scanningmicroscopy. In contrast, no uorescence was observed
aer treatment with free EGFP (Fig. 5c, i) or P13-EGFP (Fig. 5c,
ii), revealing the good cell-penetrating capability of P13-EGFP-
PDS.48

Fluorescent imaging of sialoglycoproteins. Generally, the
porphyrin conjugates described here make possible the uo-
rescent labeling of biomolecules or biomarkers using unnat-
ural metabolic precursors or a biotinylated antibody, which
has not been achieved by porphyrin-based probes.57 Glycans
play essential functional roles in various biological processes,
2076 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 2070–2081
and metabolic glycan labeling (MGL) has emerged as a tool for
analyzing glycans in cells and in vivo.58 Streptavidin (Sav)
uorophore conjugates were oen used due to their specic
binding affinity with biotin, which can be articially installed
on glycoproteins.57 Herein we prepared a b-Sav–porphyrin
conjugate for MGL-based uorescent imaging of sialoglycans
(Fig. 6a). We introduced 2-iminothiolane (Traut's reagent) to
convert the lysine residues of commercial Sav into free sulf-
hydryl groups in Tris buffer (pH 8.0); then used P13 as
a porphyrin substrate. As shown in Fig. S41,† the main
product was the P13-Sav conjugate containing four P13

moieties.
To visualize sialic acids in vitro, we used MGL technology to

endow the nascent sialoglycans with azido groups58 aer incu-
bation of HeLa cells with Ac4ManNAz (50 mM) for 2 days. Next, to
selectively modify sialic acids with biotin warheads, we applied
copper-catalysed azide–alkyne cycloaddition (CuAAC)59 between
the biotin-PEG4-alkynyl group and the azido group on the cell
surface aer the cells were xed (Fig. 6b). Aer washing and
rinsing free biotin-PEG4-alkyne, P13-Sav was incubated with the
HeLa cells, allowing the sialic acids to specically recognize Sav-
biotin. As shown in Fig. 6c, we observed intensive red uores-
cence on the cell membranes, similar to previous studies using
commercial Sav dyes.57 As a control, a blank group without
Ac4ManNAz treatment showed no uorescent signal. These
results veried the feasibility of sialoglycoprotein labeling using
P13-Sav, which is promising for MGL-assisted cancer
phototheranostics.58

Caspase-3 sensing in vitro. Caspase-3 is a known key exec-
utor enzyme for regulating apoptosis signaling pathways.60

Monitoring the activity of caspase-3 is important in studying
apoptosis-related diseases. As several porphyrin-based
sensors61,62 displayed promising prospects in caspase-3-
responsive photosensitizing, here we would like to investigate
the feasibility of b-octauoroporphyrin-based caspase-3
detection.

For this purpose, we designed a FRET (Förster resonance
energy transfer) mechanism-based peptide probe P4-k (FITC-
DEVDGC-P4),63 which consisted of uorescein (FITC) as the
uorescence reporter, a reactive polypeptide (DEVDGC) linker
whose C-terminal amide bond can be specically hydrolyzed by
caspase-3,64,65 and a porphyrin (P4) as the quencher of FITC
(Fig. 7a). Treating P4-k (10 mM) with caspase-3 in PBS buffer gave
strongly enhanced uorescence, as shown in Fig. 7b (green
line), while inhibiting the reactivity of caspase-3 using 5-[(S)-
(+)-2(methoxymethyl)pyrrolidino]sulfonylisatin (MPS) showed
no “turn-on” FITC uorescence (blue line). Notably, the catalytic
hydrolysis of P4-k by caspase-3 was also conrmed by HRMS,
where themolecular ion peak withm/z= 979.3045 was detected,
consistent with the calculated mass value ([M + H]+) of FITC-
DEVD.

To further demonstrate the specicity to caspase-3, we
compared the uorescence of P4-k in the presence of caspase-3,
GSH, lysozyme, BSA, trypsin, DNAse, or caspase-7, respectively.
As shown in Fig. 7c, only in the presence of caspase-3, did the
uorescence of P4-k show a 7-fold enhancement compared to
the control. Note that the ratio of F/F0 increased linearly along
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 5 (a) Schematic illustration of the synthesis of protein–polydisulfide (PDS) conjugates via cryo-ring-opening polymerization (cryo-ROP) of
lipoic acid (LA). (b) CBB-stained non-reducing SDS-PAGE of cryo-ROP reaction mixture capped by P13 or IAA. Conditions: pH = 7.0, EGFP
concentration = 2.0 mgmL−1, [LA]0 = 100 mM,−30 °C, 2 h. (c) Fluorescence images of living HeLa cells treated with EGFP (250 nM, i), P13-EGFP
(250 nM, ii), or P13-EGFP-PDS (250 nM, iii) at pH 7.4 for 1 h. lex = 450 nm; lem = 525/50 nm bandpass filter.
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with the concentration of caspase-3 (0–140 ng mL−1, Fig. 7d),
demonstrating a correlation between the uorescence intensity
and caspase-3. We subsequently performed an enzymatic assay
in living HeLa cells to demonstrate the potential of P4-k in
detecting caspase-3 in vitro. As shown in Fig. 7e, when P4-k was
incubated, the weak green uorescence of FITC was observed,
while the uorescence was remarkably enhanced (ca. 6-fold)
upon the addition of staurosporine (STS), a widely used drug to
induce apoptosis (Fig. 7e(ii), and f). Moreover, whenMPS (5-[(S)-
(+)-2-(methoxymethyl)pyrrolidino]sulfonylisatin) was adopted
to inhibit caspase-3 activity, the uorescence barely increased
Fig. 6 Schematic illustration of (a) the synthesis of P13-Sav. (b) Ac4ManN
using P13-Sav. lex = 405 nm; lem = 647 nm longpass filter. Scale bar: 10

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
(Fig. 7e(iii) and f). This is consistent with Western blotting
analysis for the expression of caspase-3 in HeLa cells with or
without STS and MPS (Fig. 7g). Together, we demonstrated the
capability of b-peptidyl porphyrins for detecting the activity of
caspase-3 in living cells.

Tumor-targeting in vivo phototheranostics. Porphyrin-
based photosensitizers have been widely used as photo-
theranostics that combine PDT and uorescence imaging for
tumors but usually lack specicity.66 With this in mind, we
prepared P4-f by conjugating P4 with the avb3 integrin tar-
geting peptide f (cRGDFC) and applied it in cancer-selective
Az metabolic labeling. (c) Fluorescence images of sialoglycoproteins
mm.

Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 2070–2081 | 2077



Fig. 7 (a) Schematic illustration of P4-k as a fluorescent sensor for caspase-3. (b) Fluorescence spectra of P4-k (10 mM) in PBS (pH 7.4) with
selected treatments. P4-k alone for i; caspase-3 + P4-k for ii; inhibitor + caspase-3 + P4-k for iii at 37 °C for 1 h. lex = 470 nm. (c) Fluorescence
ratio (F/F0) response of P4-k to various species before (F0) and after (F) incubation with various species for 1 h in PBS (1×, pH 7.4). The
concentration of GSH is 10mM. The concentrations of lysozyme, BSA, trypsin, and DNAse are all 1 mgmL−1. The concentrations of caspase-7 and
caspase-3 are 200 ng mL−1. (d) Linear fitting curve of F/F0 to the concentration of caspase-3 (0–140 ng mL−1). lex = 470 nm. The reaction was
conducted in PBS (1×, pH 7.4) at 37 °C for 1 h. (e) Fluorescencemicroscope images. lex= 488 nm; lem= 525/50 nm bandpass filter. Scale bar: 20
mm. (f) Quantitative fluorescence intensity analysis of cell images in (e). (g) Expression level of caspase-3 of HeLa cells measured by Western blot
assay. (i): HeLa cells were treated with P4-k (10 mM) for 1 h. (ii): HeLa cells underwent induced apoptosis by STS (3 mM) for 2 h, and were then
cultured with P4-k (10 mM) for 1 h. (iii): HeLa cells were successively cultured with caspase-3 (10 mM) inhibitor and STS (3 mM) for 2 h, then with P4-
k (3 mM) for 1 h. (*P < 0.05; **P < 0.01).
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PDT. To assess cell specicity, we conducted confocal uo-
rescence microscopy to track the intracellular uorescence of
P4, P4-a, and P4-f in A549 human lung carcinoma cells with
overexpression of integrin and MCF-7 human breast adeno-
carcinoma cells with low-expression of integrin (Fig. 8a).67 For
P4 and P4-a, there was no apparent difference in uorescence
between MCF7 and A549 cells (Fig. 8a(i-ii)), while P4-f showed
ca. 3-fold higher uorescence intensity in A549 cells than in
MCF7 cells (Fig. 8a(iii)). Moreover, when we used iRGD (an
RGD inhibitor) to block the integrin in A549, intracellular
uorescence in A549 incubated with P4-f dropped to a similar
level to that in MCF7 cells (Fig. 8a(iv)). These results sug-
gested that P4-f showed higher selectivity to A549 cells than
MCF7, while P4 or P4-a were non-specic and internalized by
both cell lines.

Then we evaluated the feasibility of P4, P4-a, and P4-f for in
vivo PDT in A549 tumour mice by tail intravenous injection
(Fig. 8c). The tumours were then subjected to irradiation (2 h
post-injection, LED laser (400–700 nm), 100 mW cm−2, 10 min).
During 14 days of tumour growth monitoring (Fig. 8d), we
observed signicant inhibition of tumour growth in the “P4-f +
2078 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 2070–2081
light” and “P4-a + light” groups. In comparison, other groups
(“P4” or “P4 + light” groups) showed a minimal treatment effect.
Note that tumour suppression was more effective in the “P4-f +
light” group than that in the “P4-a + light” group due to the
proven targeting ability of P4-f toward A549 cells. At the end of
the treatment, the tumours were dissected and photographed.
As shown in Fig. 8e and f, the tumour volumes and weights in
the “P4-f + light” group were smaller than in the other groups. In
particular, the tumour weights (0.0147 ± 0.0137 g) in the “P4-f +
light” group were much lower than those in the control (0.129 ±
0.0380 g) and the “P4-a + light” groups (0.0320± 0.0175 g) due to
the proven targeting ability of P4-f toward A549 cells. The mice
body weights showed no abnormal change in any treatment
group compared to the control group (PBS), indicating that the
three photosensitizers had no obvious systemic toxicity
(Fig. S42†). This biosafety was further supported by hematoxylin
and eosin (H & E) staining, where no damage was found in
major organ tissues such as the heart, liver, spleen, or kidney
(Fig. S43†). Therefore, these results revealed the perspective of
novel b-peptidyl porphyrins as tumour-targeting photo-
theranostics combining PDT and imaging.
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 8 (a) Fluorescence images of A549 and MCF7 cells after incubation with P4 (8 mM, group i), P4-a (8 mM, group ii), or P4-f (8 mM, group iii)
for 30 min. For group iv, the cells were incubated with iRGD (20 mM) for 1 h, then incubated with P4-f (8 mM) for 30 min. lex = 405 nm; lem =

647 nm longpass filter. (b) Quantitative fluorescence intensity analysis of fluorescence images of i–iv in (a). Red: A549 brown: MCF7. (*P <
0.05; **P < 0.01). The fluorescence of each compound in groups i–iv in MCF7 was calculated as 100%, and the fluorescence intensity in A549
was expressed as a percentage of that in MCF7. (c) Schematic illustration of the treatment regimen. (d) Tumor volume variation curves for the
mice in the “control (PBS)”, “P4”, “P4 + light”, “P4-f + light”, and “P4-a + light” groups during the treatment period (n = 3, mean ± SD). (e)
Photographs of the tumours dissected from the mice in different groups. (f) Tumor weights of the mice in different groups at the end of
treatment (n = 3, mean ± SD).
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Conclusions

We have developed an efficient and modular b-uoropyrrolyl-
cysteine SNAr preparation of irreversible peptide/protein–
porphyrin bioconjugates. Due to the distinct electronic nature
between uorine and sulfur atoms, b-uoropyrrolyl-cysteine
SNAr chemistry represents a “two birds one stone” method-
ology that can not only covalently conjugate porphyrins with
functional peptides/proteins but also induce intriguing pho-
tophysical properties, including facilitated ISC, red-shied
absorption, and increased singlet oxygen sensitization,
which was highly favorable for phototheranostics. Moreover,
these b-porphyrin bioconjugates have been applied in the
intracellular delivery of EGFP, caspase-3 sensing in vitro,
MGL, as well as in vivo tumor-targeting phototheranostics. b-
Fluoropyrrolyl-cysteine SNAr chemistry provides unprece-
dented access to porphyrinic bioconjugates that enriches the
repertoire of bioactive porphyrin. The present work highlights
the promise of porphyrin bioconjugates as potential
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
phototheranostics and the benets that can accrue from
manipulating the excited-state features of porphyrinoids. The
ne-tuning of the structure and function achieved by the
installation of b-sulfur atoms in porphyrin would also inspire
research efforts to discover novel bioconjugation approaches
based on other macrocycles and expand the functional range
of small molecules for advanced materials and biomedical
research.
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